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Recap: The services

Home care

▪ Getting ready for school or college in the mornings

▪ One-to-one support focussed on the development of independence and preparedness for adulthood

▪ Helping with access to community-based activities and shopping

▪ Help with personal care and feeding

▪ Attending medical appointments

▪ Doing activities at home

▪ Help with preparing the child for bed, and sleep

▪ Supporting the family to establish daily routines, and to manage the care of their child independently of the 

support of our providers where po

+ Complex Needs & Urgent Care

+ Sitting Services & Outreach Based Replacement Care

+ 1-1 Life skills Short Breaks
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The model
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Recap - market issues to be overcome

• Challenging market conditions with staffing shortages across the care sector 

locally and nationally, and across Adults and Children’s Social Care

• Limited choice of provision on existing Staffordshire children’s framework –

just 5 providers

• Limited new entrants locally and rigidity of fixed framework once let made 

contracting difficult/impossible with new providers

• Lack of options to flex support up and down quickly, in accordance with need

• Ongoing impact of Covid-19, and the need to manage this
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What we’ve done since last July, in readiness for April 1st 2022

❖ Completed a full open tender of all 4 service types

❖ Flexible framework contracts will be in place with 11 providers from April 1st.

❖ Utilising a Flexible Framework procurement approach means it can be re-opened at 

specified intervals (e.g. 12 months) to allow more providers to be added on a contracted 

basis, following evaluation, due diligence and QA activity

❖ Addressed shortfalls in capacity and choice to support Children & Young People with 

Complex Needs and/or who need Urgent Care in particular – we now have at least 6 

contracted providers covering each Double District operational area.

❖ 7 new entrants to the Children’s Market, some currently delivering Adult Care services to 

Staffordshire residents, some are new entrants from neighbouring authority areas 
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What we’ve done since last July (continued)

❖ Specifications for new services were written alongside those for the 

new Tier 2 Family Support Providers, which include new requirements 

for our Early Help services to support Children & Young People with 

SEN and Disability to prevent, reduce or delay additional need

❖ Better linking of the Aiming High Short Breaks for Children with SEND 

programme with Healthy Activities and Food (HAF) funded activities for 

families in food poverty, enabling a broader range of accessible support 

to be accessed by families caring for a child with SEND.
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What we will do next – market development and commercial

❖ Options for Home Care are still more limited than we would wish.  Framework will be reopened in 

October and further market engagement activity undertaken through the summer to encourage 

further new entrants

❖ 1-1 short breaks support also currently limited to 3-4 providers in some areas – we do know from 

conversations with some would-be providers their own capacity to submit multiple tenders 

inhibited their involvement in this service tender in the autumn, but that they remain interested in 

joining our Framework subject to the usual commercial and procurement processes and SCC due 

diligence 

❖ Further work to be undertaken with District Operational Teams to reduce or eliminate emergency 

care provision being sourced outside of our Frameworks, and to manage associated costs effectively.
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What we will do next – in-house delivery pilot & alternative support

❖ In light of the continuing challenges for independent sector providers we intend to work 

through plans to pilot in-house  delivery from the summer onwards

❖ Will start by looking at the Family Practitioner role given similarity of a number of duties to 

those which Home Care providers deliver

❖ Pilot will focus on East Staffs District  initially to test viability, as this is an area that has always 

had limited provider options, and as a result we are overly reliant on 3 main providers there.

❖ Need also to keep an eye on the balance between spend on Direct Payments (which is falling) 

and agency care (which is rising).  Although the overall support spend has remained stable 

over the last 3 years we need to address the number of DP hand backs, as these will have 

budget implications if left unchecked – review of the DP hourly rate (jointly with Adult Social 

Care) required.
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Questions?


